Street Greens

The City Design Group work with local communities and other stakeholders to transform streets and places in imaginative and low cost ways; helping to make Bristol’s streets more economically resilient, people-friendly and biodiverse.

Barton Hill
A transformation of the public realm serving the Barton Hill community.

Whiteladies Road
Hard and soft public realm scheme as part of the GBBN Showcase Bus Route. A boldly planted central strip, with significant new street trees, has had a positive impact on the historic environment and will leave a long term legacy for the local community.

Green Close & Bronte Walk
Supporting local residents in transforming and softening their parking dominated street.

Straits Parade, Fishponds
Hard and soft landscape scheme for a local shopping frontage as part of wider investment in public transport.

Bath Road & Wells Road
Major new street tree planting along the central strip as part of an integrated bus route improvement. Tree planting and improved pedestrian facilities have helped to reduce the impacts of traffic and enhance these important gateways.

City Design Group’s design approach to Bristol’s streets recognises the importance of both place and movement in making vibrant and successful people-friendly streets. Our design work is context led, responding to the different needs of residents and traders within a neighbourhood to help realise the potential of the street.

Working with Bedminster Town Team and local traders, East Street is an expression of City Design Group’s ‘Street Green’ concept; a practical, tailored, and highly adaptable place response to improving poor quality pedestrian environments. Integrated planters and seating, placed on existing paved surfaces, have provided a small scale, modulor, low cost solution that uses minimal Local Sustainable Transport Fund resources to maximum effect. Careful selection of plant species will provide year round greening, helping to transform under used and problematic spaces.
Street Greens

1. Straits Parade, Fishponds
2. East Street design details by City Design Group and installed by the BCC Landscapes Team
3. Whiteladies Road. City Design Group with Meadow Bristol
4. East Street, tree seat